
Our ACP Full Hydraulic Wing System features a modular concept for 
easy removal and installation. Side wing lift and shelving is 

accomplished by hydraulic cylinders with no cable attachments. 
Choice of low rise or high rise lift front and rear towers are available. 
Severe service wing braces and independently operated wing arm 

cylinder. Highway high speed leveling capabilities as well as 
widening operations. 

® 

Everest Equipment Co. reserves the right to change products and specifications without notice. 



►Totally hydraulic rear tower. 
►Completely enclosed rear cabinet with 

hydraulic cylinder located inside for 
protection.  

►Tower slider attaches directly to 
cylinder end for positive lift.  Square 
bar slider keeper track full length of 
rear tower. 

 ►Independently 
controlled 
hydraulic front 
tower with safety 
trip dee. 

►Hydraulic cylinder 
inside enclosed 
cabinet for 
protection.   

►Allows wing 6” of 
float.   

►Slider assembly 
runs full length of 
front tower.   

►The upper wing arm incorporates a wire tension trip 
spring to return wing to plowing position after wing 
has encountered an obstruction.  

 ►The upper wing arm has a sliding cylinder 
connecting lug to lift the wing and also to provide 
vertical wing float.   

►The upper arm will extend from 66” to 78” in length 
(pin to pin).  

►The lower arm incorporates a compression spring 
to create a shock absorber affect for the wing plow. 

►The wing arms have universal joint connectors at 
both ends of the wing arms.  

►The lower wing arm will extend from 64” to 76” (pin 
to pin). 

►Tower tilts forward with power tilt hitch.   
►The tower bolts to cross tubes.   
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Model Rear Travel Front Travel Wing Trip 
Wing Arm 

Length 

ACP36/ACP36/ST/62 36” High 36” High Safety “D” 62” Long 

ACP48/ACP48/ST/62 48” High 48” High Safety “D” 62” Long 

ACP60/ACP60/ST/62 60” High 60” High Safety “D” 62” Long 

ACP60/ACP60/ST/72 60” High 60” High Safety “D” 72” Long 

® 


